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Marx had hailed in 1864 in his c Inaugural Address 5 for
its c immense physical, moral, and intellectual benefits ',
would allow the working classes to educate themselves and
prepare for the struggle. Turati saw the advance of socialism
as a stream which absorbed all progressive tendencies,
moving harmoniously forward, unhurried, thriving on com-
promise, and guided by enlightened good will. The masses
more and more conscientious, the bourgeoisie more and more
intelligent: the former patient, the latter resigned to the
inevitable : joint executors to a world whose end was to be
desired and accepted. Consequently he could not bring
himself to join the government without the masses behind
him, still less against their will. This was not through lack
of courage, like Dante's pope, ' che fece per viltade il gran
rifiuto \ When Bissolati responded to the king's summons
in 1911 Turati asked : c Take a share in the government ?
Perhaps we ought, but certainly we cannot.3 The unpre-
paredness of the masses was an insurmountable obstacle.
e What is socialism in Italy to-day ? ' he asked himself.
6 Socialism has barely touched the surface of the masses,
and even where it has gone a little deeper, through better
organization, it serves interests worthy of respect, but
narrow and limited.' How could he take office with such
an instrument ? He wanted a policy, not a personal
adventure. In 1911-12 he had, for the same reason, opposed
the war in Tripoli, because it distracted the Italian people
from the slow and painful development of their civic
conscience. Again, despite his sympathy for Belgium and
the Entente, he had opposed intervention in 1914, because
he feared the effect on the public mentality. The mass
movements of 1919-20 seemed to him to be merely the out-
come of a c war psychosis *. But the classic proportions of the
socialist creed as he had conceived it were shattered now,
and Turati felt that the political weapon he needed was
farther from his hand than ever. When he rose in the
Chamber on June 28 to answer Giolitti's first ministerial
pronouncement, he had to do so as a private individual.
He proclaimed the necessity of c rebuilding Italy * by a
combination of measures * organic, planned, and prompt,
capable of arousing her latent vigour, and renewing the

